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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we deal with the numerical solutions of Runge–Kutta methods for first-order
periodic boundary value differential equations with piecewise constant arguments. The
numerical solution is given by the numerical Green’s function. It is shown that Runge–Kutta
methods preserve their original order for first-order periodic boundary value differential
equations with piecewise constant arguments. We give the conditions under which the
numerical solutions preserve some properties of the analytic solutions, e.g., uniqueness
and comparison theorems. Finally, some experiments are given to illustrate our results.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following problem (Pλ)
x′(t)+ ax(t)+ a0x([t]) = σ(t), t ∈ J = [0, T ], (1.1)
x(0) = x(T )+ λ, (1.2)
where T > 0, a, a0, λ are real constants. Here as usual [·] denotes the greatest integer function and σ ∈ Λ where byΛ we
denote the set of all functions that are continuous on [k, k+ 1) for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , [T ]}, and on [[T ], T ], such that there exist
σ(t−) ∈ R for all t ∈ {1, . . . , [T ]}, and σ(t+) = σ(t), t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , [T ]}.
The general form of (1.1) is
x′(t) = f (t, x(t), x([t])), t ≥ 0. (1.3)
These equations are related to impulse and loaded equations and share the properties of certain models of vertically
transmitted diseases [1]. The study of differential equations with piecewise constant arguments (EPCA) was initiated by
Aftabizadeh and Wiener [2]. They observed that the change of sign in the argument deviation leads not only to interesting
periodic properties but also to complications in the asymptotic and oscillatory behavior of solutions. Oscillatory, stability,
and periodic properties of EPCA have been investigated in [3–6].
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Definition 1 ([7]). A function x : J → R is said to be a solution of Problem (Pλ) if x ∈ Ω and satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), where
x′(t) = x′(t+) on t = 1, 2, . . . , [T ] and
Ω = {x : J → R|x(t) is continuous on J and x′ ∈ Λ}.
A solution for Problem (Pλ) is obtained by calculating, for every s ∈ J , the solution G(t, s) of Problem (Ps)
v′(t)+ av(t)+ a0v([t]) = 0, t ∈ J = [0, T ],
v(0−) = v(T+),
v(s+)− v(s−) = 1.
(1.4)
For each s ∈ J ,Ωs will be the class of all functions v : R→ R satisfying
(1) v(t) is continuous for all t ∈ R \ {s},
(2) v′(t) exists and is continuous for all t ∈ [k, k + 1) \ {s}, k ∈ Z. Moreover, there exist v′(s−), v′(s+), v′(t−) ∈ R for all
t ∈ Z.
For each s ∈ J , a function v : R→ R is said to be a solution of problem (Ps) if v ∈ Ωs and satisfies (1.4), taking v′(t) = v′(t+)
on t ∈ Z ∪ {s} and v(s) = v(s+).
Denote the integer part of t by [t], the fractional part of t by {t} and
m(t) = e−at + a0
a
(e−at − 1), b0 = m(1).
Then in [7], it is proved that problem (Pλ) and problem (Ps) have a unique solution if and only if
a+ a0 < 0 or − a < a0 < a(1+ e
−a)
1− e−a . (1.5)
In that case, the solution of Problem (Pλ) is given by
x(t) =
∫ T
0
G(t, s)σ (s)ds+ λG(t, 0),
where
G(t, s) =

G(0, s)b[t]0 m({t}), s = 0 or s = T ,
G(0, s)b[t]0 m({t}), s ∈ Z+, 0 6 t < s,
G(0, s)b[t]0 m({t})+ b[t]−s0 m({t}), s ∈ Z+, s 6 t < T ,
G(0, s)b[t]0 m({t}), s 6∈ Z+, s ∈ (0, T ), 0 6 t < s,
G(0, s)b[t]0 m({t})+ e−a(t−s), s 6∈ Z+, s ∈ (0, T ), s 6 t < [s] + 1,
G(0, s)b[t]0 m({t})+ e−a(1−{s})b[t]−[s]−10 m({t}), s 6∈ Z+, s ∈ (0, T ), [s] + 1 6 t < T ,
with
G(0, s) =

1
1− b[T ]0 m({T })
, s = 0 or s = T ,
b[T ]−s0 m({T })
1− b[T ]0 m({T })
, s ∈ Z+,
e−a(1−{s})m({T })b[T ]−[s]−10
1− b[T ]0 m({T })
, s 6∈ Z+, s ∈ (0, [T ]),
e−a(T−s)
1− b[T ]0 m({T })
, s ∈ ([T ], T ).
In [7], it is also shown that
Theorem 2. Assume that a+ a0 > 0. Let σ ∈ Λ be a nonnegative function on J and λ > 0. Then the unique solution of problem
(Pλ) is nonnegative on J if and only if −a < a0 6 ae−a1−e−a .
Theorem 3. Assume that a+ a0 < 0. Let σ ∈ Λ be a nonnegative function on J and λ > 0. Then the unique solution of problem
(Pλ) is nonpositive on J if one of the four following conditions holds,
(1) a0 > 0,
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(2) a > 0 and
a
(e−a + 1)1/([T ]+1) − e−a
e−a − 1 < a0 < 0,
(3) a < 0 and
a
(e−a(T−[T ]) + 1)1/([T ]+1) − e−a
e−a − 1 < a0 < 0,
(4) a = 0 and
1− 21/([T ]+1) < a0 < 0.
The convergence and the stability of numerical solutions for the linear EPCA of the retarded type and the advanced type
have been investigated in [8–10]. There are also some papers which concern Green’s function [11,12]. But the authors are
not aware of any published results on the numerical solutions of (1.1).
In this paper we investigate the numerical solution of Runge–Kutta methods for the solution of (1.1) and show the
numerical solution is of order p for the pth-order Runge–Kutta method.
2. The Runge–Kutta methods
We consider the adaptation of the Runge–Kutta methods (A, b, c) given by the Butcher tabular
c A
bT where the
matrix A = (aij)µ×µ and the vectors b = (b1, b2, . . . , bµ)T and c = (c1, c2, . . . , cµ)T. Let h = 1m be a given stepsize
with integer m > 1. Assume that T = Nh where N = Km + L with K > 0 and 1 6 L 6 m, and the gridpoints tn be
defined by tn = nh (n = 0, 1, . . . ,N). For the Runge–Kutta methods we always assume that b1 + b2 + · · · + bν = 1 and
0 6 c1 6 c2 6 · · · 6 cν 6 1. The adaptation of the Runge–Kuttamethods to (1.3) leads to a numerical process of the following
type, generating approximations x1, x2, x3, . . . to the exact solution x(t) of (1.1) at the gridpoints tn (n = 1, 2, . . . ,N)
xn+1 = xn + h
ν∑
i=1
bif (tn + cih, xin, z in), (2.1)
where x1n, x
2
n, . . . , x
ν
n satisfy
xin = xn + h
ν∑
j=1
aijf (tn + cjh, xjn, z jn), (2.2)
and the argument z in denotes the given approximation to x([tn + cih]), i = 1, 2, . . . , ν, n = 0, 1, . . . ,N , which according to
Definition 1 can be defined as xkm for km 6 n 6 km+m− 1. Applying Runge–Kutta methods to problem (1.1) and denoting
Xn = (x1n, x2n, . . . , xνn)T, we have
xkm+l+1 = xkm+l + hbT(−aXkm+l+1 − a0xkme+Σkm+l+1),
Xkm+l+1 = xkm+le+ hA(−aXkm+l+1 − a0xkme+Σkm+l+1), (2.3)
where l = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1 andΣn+1 = (σ (tn+ c1h), σ (tn+ c2h), . . . , σ (tn+ csh))T. It is easy to see that (2.3) is equivalent
to
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm + ukm+l+1, (2.4)
where z = −ha, R(z) = 1+ zbT(I − zA)−1e is the stability function of the Runge–Kutta method and un = hbT(I − zA)−1Σn.
In the following we denote the problem (2.4) with the periodic boundary value
x0 = xN + λ, (2.5)
by (N λ). In order to solve (N λ)we consider the problem (NS) as follows
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l +
a0
a
(R(z)− 1)xkm, l = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1,
x0 = xN ,
xS = xS + 1,
xn = xn, for n 6= S,
(2.6)
and denote the solution xn by G¯(n, S), which is called the numerical Green’s function.
Theorem 4. Assume that b¯K0 m¯(L) 6= 1. Then the problem (NS) has a unique solution for 0 6 S 6 N.
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Proof. (i) S = 0.
In this case, the problem (N0) is described by
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm, l = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1,
x0 = xN + 1,
(2.7)
and then
xkm+l = b¯k0m¯(l)x0,
where
m¯(l) = R(z)l + a0
a
(R(z)l − 1), b¯0 = m¯(m). (2.8)
Hence
xN = b¯K0 m¯(L)x0 = x0 − 1
implies that
x0 = 1
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
.
(ii) S = N .
In this case the problem (NN) is described as follows
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm, for km+ l+ 1 < N,
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm + 1, for km+ l+ 1 = N,
x0 = xN ,
(2.9)
and then
xkm+l = b¯k0m¯(l)x0.
Hence
xN = b¯K0 m¯(L)x0 + 1 = x0
implies that
x0 = 1
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
.
Therefore it is not difficult to see that G¯(n,N) = G¯(n, 0) for 0 6 n 6 N − 1.
(iii) S = κmwith integer κ satisfying 1 6 κ 6 K .
In this case, the problem (Nκm) is described as follows
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm, for km+ l+ 1 6= κm,
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm + 1, for km+ l+ 1 = κm,
x0 = xN ,
(2.10)
and then
xkm+l =
{
b¯k0m¯(l)x0, 0 6 k < κ, l = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1,
b¯k−κ0 m¯(l)xκm, k > κ, l = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1,
where
xκm = b¯κ0x0 + 1 and xN = b¯K−κ0 m¯(L)(b¯κ0x0 + 1) = x0,
implies that
x0 = b¯
K−κ
0 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
.
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(iv) S = κm+ ιwith 0 < κm+ ι < N and 1 6 ι 6 m− 1.
In this case, the problem (NS) is described as follows
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm, for km+ l+ 1 6= S,
xkm+l+1 = R(z)xkm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm + 1, for km+ l+ 1 = S,
x0 = xN ,
(2.11)
and then
xkm+l =

b¯k0m¯(l)x0, 0 6 km+ l < κm+ ι,
b¯κ0m¯(l)x0 + R(z)l−ι, κm+ ι 6 km+ l 6 (κ + 1)m,
b¯k−κ−10 m¯(l)x(κ+1)m, (κ + 1)m 6 km+ l 6 N.
Thus x0 = xN implies that
x0 =

R(z)L−ι
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
, κ = K ,
R(z)m−ιb¯K−κ−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
, κ < K . 
Theorem 5. Problems (N λ) and (NS) have a unique solution for any given un, n = 0, 1, . . . ,N and λ ∈ R if and only if
b¯K0 m¯(L) 6= 1. In this case, the unique solution of problem (N λ) is given by
xn =
N∑
S=1
G¯(n, S)uS + λG¯(n, 0). (2.12)
Proof. From the above discussion we can obtain that the problem (NS) has a unique solution for each 0 6 S 6 N if and only
if b¯K0 m¯(L) 6= 1, and
G¯(0, S) =
{
G¯(N, S), for 1 6 S 6 N,
G¯(N, 0)+ 1, for S = 0, (2.13)
and for 0 6 n = km+ l 6 N − 1 and 0 6 S 6 N
G¯(km+ l+ 1, S)− R(z)G¯(km+ l, S)− a0
a
(R(z)− 1)G¯(km, S) =
{
0, for S 6= km+ l+ 1,
1, for S = km+ l+ 1. (2.14)
We will prove that xn defined by (2.12) satisfies Problem (N λ).
It follows from (2.13) that
x0 − xN =
N∑
S=1
(G¯(0, S)− G¯(N, S))uS + λ(G¯(0, 0)− G¯(N, 0)) = λ,
which implies that the periodic boundary value (2.5) are satisfied.
It follows from (2.14) that for 0 6 km+ l 6 N − 1
xkm+l+1 − R(z)xkm+l − a0a (R(z)− 1)xkm =
N∑
S=1
(G¯(km+ l+ 1, S)− R(z)G¯(km+ l, S)− a0
a
(R(z)− 1)G¯(km, S))uS
+ λ(G¯(km+ l+ 1, 0)− R(z)G¯(km+ l, 0)− a0
a
(R(z)− 1)G¯(km, 0))
=
km+l∑
S=1
(G¯(km+ l+ 1, S)− R(z)G¯(km+ l, S)− a0
a
(R(z)− 1)G¯(km, S))uS
+
N∑
S=km+l+2
(G¯(km+ l+ 1, S)− R(z)G¯(km+ l, S)− a0
a
(R(z)− 1)G¯(km, S))uS
+ (G¯(km+ l+ 1, km+ l+ 1)− R(z)G¯(km+ l, km+ l+ 1)− a0
a
(R(z)− 1)G¯(km, km+ l+ 1))ukm+l+1
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+ λ(G¯(km+ l+ 1, 0)− R(z)G¯(km+ l, 0)− a0
a
(R(z)− 1)G¯(km, 0))
= ukm+l+1
which implies that xn satisfies (2.4). Hence xn defined by (2.12) is a solution of Problem (N λ).
For the uniqueness, we assume that Xn is another solution of Problem (N λ). Then yn = xn − Xn satisfies the difference
equation
ykm+l+1 = R(z)ykm+l + a0a (R(z)− 1)ykm,
and the periodic boundary value
y0 = yN .
Therefore for 0 6 n = km+ l 6 N with 0 6 l 6 m− 1
ykm+l = b¯k0m¯(l)y0.
Hence
yN = b¯K0 m¯(L)y0 = y0,
implies that y0 = 0 and yn ≡ 0 for all 0 6 n 6 N . Thus the problem (N λ) has a unique solution. 
3. Convergence
In this section we will prove that the numerical solutions xn converge to the analytic solutions x(t) at accuracy of order
p provided with the pth-order Runge–Kutta methods. We denote the global error of the Runge–Kutta method applying to
(1.1) by
E = max
06n6N
|x(tn)− xn|. (3.1)
The following lemmas are obvious and useful for our proof.
Lemma 6. For any pth-order Runge–Kutta methods, we have
R(z) = ez + O(hp+1) as h→ 0, (3.2)
R(z)l = e−alh + O(hp) as h→ 0, for l = 0, 1, . . . ,m, (3.3)
b¯0 = b0 + O(hp) as h→ 0, (3.4)
m¯(l) = m(lh)+ O(hp) as h→ 0, for l = 0, 1, . . . ,m. (3.5)
Lemma 7. For any pth-order Runge–Kutta methods, any sufficiently smoothing function σ(t) and any given integer k > 0, there
exists a constant Ck such that∣∣∣∣∣ l∑
ι=1
R(z)l−ιukm+ι −
∫ lh
0
e−a(lh−s)σ(k+ s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 Ckhp as h→ 0,
holds for l = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Moreover for any given l1 < l2, we have
l2∑
ι=l1+1
R(z)l2−ιukm+ι −
∫ l2h
l1h
e−a(l2h−s)σ(k+ s)ds = O(hp) as h→ 0.
Proof. For each fixed integer k, we consider the following problem
y′(t) = −ay(t)+ σ(t), k 6 t 6 k+ 1,
y(k) = 0. (3.6)
The analytic solution is
y(t) =
∫ t
k
e−a(t−s)σ(s)ds =
∫ {t}
0
e−a({t}−s)σ(k+ s)ds.
Applying the Runge–Kutta method (A, b, c) to (3.6) with the stepsize h, we have
ykm+ι+1 = R(z)ykm+ι + ukm+ι+1, for ι = 0, . . . , l− 1,
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where yn is an approximation to y(tn) and ykm = 0. Hence
ykm+l =
l∑
ι=1
R(z)l−ιukm+ι.
Since the method is of order p and σ(t) is sufficiently smoothing, we have∣∣∣∣∣
∫ lh
0
e−a(lh−s)σ(k+ s)ds−
l∑
ι=1
R(z)l−ιukm+ι
∣∣∣∣∣ = |y(tkm+l)− ykm+l| 6 Ckhp,
where Ck is a constant independent of h and l.
From∫ l2h
l1h
e−a(l2h−s)σ(k+ s)ds =
∫ l2h
0
e−a(l2h−s)σ(k+ s)ds− e−a(l2h−l1h)
∫ l1h
0
e−a(l1h−s)σ(k+ s)ds
= y(k+ l2h)− e−a(l2h−l1h)y(k+ l1h)
and
l2∑
ι=l1+1
R(z)l2−ιukm+ι =
l2∑
ι=1
R(z)l2−ιukm+ι − R(z)l2−l1
l1∑
ι=1
R(z)l1−ιukm+ι
= ykm+l2 − R(z)l2−l1ykm+l1 ,
we have
l2∑
ι=l1+1
R(z)l2−ιukm+ι −
∫ l2h
l1h
e−a(l2h−s)σ(k+ s)ds = O(hp) as h→ 0.
From Lemma 6, the proof is complete. 
Theorem 8. Assume that (1.5) holds and the Runge–Kutta method is of order p > 1. Then there exists an h1 > 0 such that
b¯K0 m¯(L) 6= 1 for all 0 < h < h1. In addition, if σ(t) is sufficiently smoothing on [k, k + 1] for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , [T ]}, and on[[T ], T ], then there exist constants C > 0 and 0 < h0 < h1 such that for all 0 < h < h0
E = max
06n6N
|x(tn)− xn| 6 Chp.
Proof. It is obvious that b[T ]0 m({T }) 6= 1 if and only if (1.5) holds. It follows from Lemma 6 that b¯K0 m¯(L) = b[T ]0 m({T })+O(hp),
which implies that the first statement is true. Hence the problems (N λ) and (NS) have unique solutions. It follows from
Lemma 6 that there exists a constant C1 > 0 such that
max
06n6N
|G(tn, 0)− G¯(n, 0)| 6 C1hp. (3.7)
Since for 0 6 n 6 N , G(tn, s) is continuous on the interval (tS−1, tS) and lim→0+ G(tn, tS−1+ ) and lim→0+ G(tn, tS − )
exist for any given 1 6 S 6 N , we have
I(n, S) =
∫ tS
tS−1
G(tn, s)σ (s)ds = lim
→0+
∫ tS−
tS−1+
G(tn, s)σ (s)ds,
and denote
E(n, S) = G¯(n, S)uS − I(n, S).
Then for 0 < S = κm+ ι 6 Kmwith 1 6 ι 6 m
E(0, S) = R(z)
m−ιb¯K−κ−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
uS − m(Lh)b
K−κ−1
0
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ ιh
ι−1h
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds,
and for Km < S = κm+ ι 6 N with 1 6 ι 6 m
E(0, S) = R(z)
L−ι
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
uS −
∫ ιh
ι−1h
e−a(Lh−s)σ(K + s)ds.
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Let 0 < n = km+ l 6 N and S = κm+ ιwith 1 6 l 6 m and 1 6 ι 6 m. Then we have the followings
(i) n < S
(a) S 6 Km
E(n, S) = R(z)
m−ιb¯K−κ−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
b¯k0m¯(l)uS −
m(Lh)bK−κ−10
1− bK0m(Lh)
bk0m(lh)
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds,
(b) Km < S 6 N
E(n, S) = R(z)
L−ι
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
b¯k0m¯(l)uS −
bk0m(lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(Lh−s)σ(K + s)ds;
(ii) S 6 n
(a) κ < k
E(n, S) = b¯k0m¯(l)
R(z)m−ιb¯K−κ−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
uS + b¯k−κ−10 m¯(l)R(z)m−ιuS
− m(Lh)b
K−κ−1
0
1− bK0m(Lh)
bk0m(lh)
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds− bk−κ−10 m(lh)
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds,
(b) κ = k < K
E(n, S) = R(z)
m−ιm¯(l)b¯K−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
uS + R(z)l−ιuS
− m(Lh)b
K−1
0
1− bK0m(Lh)
m(lh)
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds−
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(lh−s)σ(κ + s)ds,
(c) κ = k = K
E(n, S) = b¯k0m¯(l)
R(z)L−ι
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
uS + R(z)l−ιuS
− b
K
0m(lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(Lh−s)σ(K + s)ds−
∫ ιh
(ι−1)h
e−a(lh−s)σ(K + s)ds.
Therefore we have for 0 < n = km+ l 6 Km
N∑
S=1
E(n, S) =
km∑
S=1
E(n, S)+
km+l∑
S=km+1
E(n, S)+
(k+1)m∑
S=km+l+1
E(n, S)+
Km∑
S=(k+1)m+1
E(n, S)+
N∑
S=Km+1
E(n, S)
=
k−1∑
κ=0
((
m¯(l)b¯K+k−κ−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
+ b¯k−κ−10 m¯(l)
)
m∑
ι=1
R(z)m−ιuκm+ι
−
(
m(lh)bK+k−κ−10 m(Lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
+ bk−κ−10 m(lh)
)∫ 1
0
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds
)
+
(
m¯(l)b¯K−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
l∑
ι=1
R(z)m−ιukm+ι +
l∑
ι=1
R(z)l−ιukm+ι
− m(Lh)b
K−1
0 m(lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ lh
0
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds−
∫ lh
0
e−a(lh−s)σ(κ + s)ds
)
+
(
m¯(l)b¯K−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
m∑
ι=l+1
R(z)m−ιukm+ι − m(Lh)b
K−1
0 m(lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ 1
lh
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds
)
+
K−1∑
κ=k+1
(
b¯K−κ−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
b¯k0m¯(l)
m∑
ι=1
R(z)m−ιuκm+ι − m(Lh)b
K−κ−1
0
1− bK0m(Lh)
bk0m(lh)
∫ 1
0
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds
)
+
(
b¯k0m¯(l)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
L∑
ι=1
R(z)L−ιuKm+ι − b
k
0m(lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ Lh
0
e−a(Lh−s)σ(K + s)ds
)
,
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and for n = Km+ lwith 1 6 l 6 L
N∑
S=1
E(n, S) =
Km∑
S=1
E(n, S)+
Km+l∑
S=Km+1
E(n, S)+
N∑
S=Km+l+1
E(n, S)
=
K−1∑
κ=0
((
m¯(l)b¯K+k−κ−10 m¯(L)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
+ b¯k−κ−10 m¯(l)
)
m∑
ι=1
R(z)m−ιuκm+ι
−
(
m(lh)bK+k−κ−10 m(Lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
+ bk−κ−10 m(lh)
)∫ 1
0
e−a(1−s)σ(κ + s)ds
)
+
(
b¯K0 m¯(l)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
l∑
ι=1
R(z)L−ιuKm+ι +
l∑
ι=0
R(z)l−ιuKm+ι
− b
K
0m(lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ lh
0
e−a(Lh−s)σ(K + s)ds+
∫ lh
0
e−a(lh−s)σ(K + s)ds
)
+
(
b¯k0m¯(l)
1− b¯K0 m¯(L)
L∑
ι=l+1
R(z)L−ιuKm+ι − b
k
0m(lh)
1− bK0m(Lh)
∫ Lh
lh
e−a(Lh−s)σ(K + s)ds
)
,
which together with (3.7) and Lemmas 6 and 7 implies that the proof is complete. 
4. Some properties of the numerical solutions
In this section, wewill investigate some properties of the numerical solutions for Runge–Kuttamethodswith the stability
function which is given by the (r, s)-Padé approximation to ez .
Definition 9. For η, ξ ∈ Rν×ν or η, ξ ∈ Rν , η > ξ (η > ξ) means that each pair of corresponding elements of η and ξ
satisfies the inequality ‘‘> (>)’’.
In order to establish the comparison theoremof the numerical solution,we assume that the Runge–Kuttamethod satisfies
that there exist δ1, δ2 > 0 such that
bT(I − zA)−1 > 0 and R(z) > 0 for − δ2 < z < 0, (4.1)
bT(I − zA)−1 > 0 for 0 < z < δ1. (4.2)
Remark 10. It is easy to see that if the Runge–Kutta method satisfies (4.2) then R(z) > 1 for all 0 < z < δ1.
Remark 11. Denote∆1,f (z) = {z > 0 : f (z) = 0} and∆2,f (z) = {z < 0 : f (z) = 0} for a continuous function f (z) of z. If the
weights of the Runge–Kutta methods satisfies b > 0, then
δ1 = min
{(⋃
16i6s
∆1,bT(I−zA)−1ei
)⋃
{∞}
}
> 0
and
δ2 = −max
{(⋃
16i6s
∆2,bT(I−zA)−1ei
)⋃
∆2,R(z)
⋃
{−∞}
}
> 0.
Definition 12 ([13]). A matrixM is called anM-matrix ifM = αI − P , P > 0 and α > ρ(P).
Lemma 13 ([13]). A matrix M is an M-matrix if and only if mij 6 0 for i 6= j, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , d and M is nonsingular with
M−1 > 0.
Theorem 14. Assume that the Runge–Kutta method (A, b, c) satisfies b > 0. Let am = min16i6ν aii. Then the matrix 1z I − A is an
M-matrix if aij > 0, i 6= j, and 0 < z < 1|am|+am+ρ(A) .
Proof. In fact, from 1z I− A = ( 1z − am)I− (A− amI) and ρ(A− amI) 6 ρ(A)+|am|, by Lemma 13 the proof is complete. 
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Corollary 15. δ1 = ∞ for the explicit Runge–Kutta methods with A > 0 and b > 0, for example,
(1) the modified Euler method
0
1
2
1
2
0 1
,
(2) the improved Euler method
0
1 1
1
2
1
2
,
(3) Heun’s third-order method
0
1
3
1
3
2
3 0
2
3
1
4 0
3
4
,
(4) the classical Runge–Kutta method
0
1
2
1
2
1
2 0
1
2
1 0 0 1
1
6
1
3
1
3
1
6
.
Definition 16 ([14]). A Runge–Kutta method is said to be Af (0)-stable if the matrix I − zA is nonsingular and
|R(z)| − z‖bT(I − zA)−1‖1 6 1 for z 6 0.
Lemma 17 ([14]). A Runge–Kutta method is Af (0)-stable if and only if the matrix I − zA is nonsingular and
R(z) > 0 and bT(I − zA)−1 > 0 for all z 6 0.
Definition 18 ([15]). The region of Af (0)-stability of the nonconfluent Runge–Kutta method is the maximum segment
[−r, 0] such that the matrix I − zA is nonsingular and
|R(z)| − z‖bT(I − zA)−1‖1 6 1 for − r 6 z 6 0.
In particular, the method is Af (0)-stable if and only if r = ∞.
Corollary 19. It is easy to see that if [−r, 0] is the region of Af (0)-stability of the Runge–Kutta method, then (4.1) holds for
δ2 = r. Therefore δ2 = ∞ for the Af (0)-stable Runge–Kutta method, for example, the implicit Euler method, the 2-Lobatto IIIC
method and the following Af (0)-stable method (see [15])
0 16 − 43 76
1
2
1
6
2
3 − 13
1 16
2
3
1
6
1 16
2
3
1
6
. (4.3)
Theorem 20. If the Runge–Kutta method satisfies (4.1) and h < δ2|a| when a > 0 or (4.2) and h <
δ1
|a| when a < 0. Then
b¯K0 m¯(L) 6= 1 for all integer K , L with K > 0 and 1 6 L 6 m if and only if
a+ a0 < 0 (4.4)
or
− a < a0 < a(1+ R(z)
m)
1− R(z)m . (4.5)
Therefore problem (N λ) has a unique solution for all T = (Km+ L)h with K > 0 and 1 6 L 6 m.
Proof. Since the Runge–Kutta method satisfies (4.1) when a > 0 or (4.2) when a < 0, we can obtain that m¯(l) is increasing
with respect to l for a+ a0 < 0 and decreasing with respect to l for a+ a0 > 0. Therefore we have
m¯(l) > 1 for 1 6 l 6 m and a+ a0 < 0
and
−1 < m¯(l) < 1 for 1 6 l 6 m and − a < a0 < a(1+ R(z)
m)
1− R(z)m ,
which implies that b¯K0 m¯(L) 6= 1 for all integer K , Lwith K > 0 and 1 6 L 6 m. 
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Theorem 21. Assume that conditions in Theorem 20 are satisfied and (4.5) holds. Let σ ∈ Λ be a nonnegative function on J and
λ > 0. Then the unique solution of problem (N λ) is nonnegative for all 0 6 n 6 N if −a < a0 6 aR(z)m1−R(z)m .
Proof. Since the Runge–Kutta method satisfies (4.1) when a > 0 or (4.2) when a < 0, it follows from a+ a0 > 0 that m¯(l)
is strictly decreasing on l. Therefore 1 = m¯(0) > m¯(l) > m¯(m) = b¯0 for all 1 6 l 6 m − 1. As a result, G¯(n, S) > 0 for all
0 6 n, S 6 N if and only if b¯0 > 0, which is equivalent to a0 6 aR(z)
m
1−R(z)m .
In view of (4.1) we have un > 0 for all nwhen h < δ|a| and σ is a nonnegative function. Hence xn > 0 for all 0 6 n 6 N . 
Theorem 22. Assume that conditions in Theorem 20 are satisfied, (4.4) holds. Let σ ∈ Λ be a nonnegative function on J and
λ > 0. Then the unique solution of problem (N λ) is nonpositive if one of the four following conditions holds,
(1) a0 > 0,
(2) a > 0 and
a
(R(z)m + 1)1/(K+1) − R(z)m
R(z)m − 1 < a0 < 0, (4.6)
(3) a < 0 and
a
(R(z)L + 1)1/(K+1) − R(z)m
R(z)m − 1 < a0 < 0, (4.7)
(4) a = 0 and
1− 21/(K+1) < a0 < 0.
Proof. Since the Runge–Kutta method satisfies (4.1) when a > 0 or (4.2) when a < 0, it follows from (4.4) that problem
(Pλ) has a unique solution and m¯(l) defined in (2.8) is strictly increasing for 0 6 l 6 m.
Thus, it is clear that G¯(0, S) 6 0 for all 0 6 S 6 N . From this, it is obvious that G¯(n, S) 6 0 whenever S = 0 or S = N ,
moreover it is nonpositive for 0 6 n < S in cases (iii) and (iv).
Whenwe are in case (iii) with n > S, the assertion b¯S0G¯(0, S)+1 > 0 cannot be true, because in such situation G¯(n, S) > 0
for all S < n 6 N , which is contradict to G¯(N, S) = G¯(0, S) < 0. Hence G¯(n, S) 6 0 for all 0 6 n 6 N with S = κm.
When we are in case (iv), it is similar that G¯(n, S) 6 0 for 0 6 n < S and (κ + 1)m 6 n 6 N . We consider the function
r(l) = R(z)−lG¯(κm+ l, S) for ι 6 l 6 mwith κm+ l 6 N .
(i) If a0 > 0, then r(l) is nondecreasing, but r(m) 6 0 for S < Km and r(L) 6 0 for S > Km. Thus G¯(n, S) 6 0 holds for all
0 6 n, S 6 N . In view of (4.1) we have xn 6 0 for all 0 6 n 6 N .
(ii) If a0 < 0, then r(l) is nonincreasing. Hence G¯(S, S) 6 0 implies that G¯(n, S) 6 0 for all 0 6 n, S 6 N . It is not difficult
to prove that if a 6= 0, (4.6) implies that G¯(S, S) 6 0 when S > Km and so is for (4.7) in the case of S < Km. We note that it
is necessary that both inequalities hold simultaneously, however when a > 0 condition (4.6) implies (4.7) and (4.7) implies
(4.6) whenever a < 0. This fact concludes the proof of cases (ii) and (iii).
Analogously, we can prove that if situation (iv) holds then G¯(n, S) 6 0 for 0 6 n, S 6 N , and the proof is complete. 
The following lemmas are useful to formulate the main result in the section.
Lemma 23. We consider the following functions
F1(x) = 1+ x1− x for 0 < x 6= 1, (4.8)
F2(x) = (x+ 1)
α − x
x− 1 for 0 < x < 1 and 0 < α < 1, (4.9)
F3(x) = (x
β + 1)α − x
x− 1 for x > 1 and 0 < α, β < 1. (4.10)
Then F1(x) is increasing on (0, 1) and (1,∞), F2(x) is decreasing on (0, 1) and F3(x) is decreasing on (1,∞).
Proof. It is easy to see that F ′1(x) > 0 for x ∈ (0, 1), x ∈ (1,∞) and
F ′2(x) =
(x+ 1)α−1(α(x− 1)+ (x+ 1)1−α − (x+ 1))
(x− 1)2 6 0 for 0 < x < 1,
and
F ′3(x) =
αβ(xβ + 1)α−1xβ − αβ(xβ + 1)α−1xβ−1 + 1− (xβ + 1)α
(x− 1)2
= (αβ − 1)(x
β + 1)α−1xβ − (xβ + 1)α−1(αβxβ−1 + 1)+ 1
(x− 1)2 6 0 for x > 1.
Therefore the proof is complete. 
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Fig. 1. The analytic solution of (5.1).
Lemma 24 ([8,16,10]). Suppose R(z) is the (r, s)-Padé approximation to ez . Then we have
(1) R(z) 6 ez for all z > 0 if and only if s is even;
(2) R(z) > ez for all z < 0 if and only if r is even.
Corollary 25. Assume that R(z) is the (r, s)-Padé approximation to ez . If we choose the method such that s is even for a < 0 and
r is even for a > 0, then
a(1+ e−a)
1− e−a 6
a(1+ R(z)m)
1− R(z)m for a > 0, (4.11)
ae−a
1− e−a 6
aR(z)m
1− R(z)m for a > 0, (4.12)
a
(R(z)m + 1)1/(K+1) − R(z)m
R(z)m − 1 6 a
(e−a + 1)1/([T ]+1) − e−a
e−a − 1 for a > 0, (4.13)
a
(R(z)L + 1)1/(K+1) − R(z)m
R(z)m − 1 6 a
(e−a{T } + 1)1/([T ]+1) − e−a
e−a − 1 for a < 0. (4.14)
Hence if, in addition, conditions in Theorem 20 are satisfied and the stepsize satisfies h < δ|a| , where δ =
{
δ1, if a < 0
δ2, if a > 0
, then
(1) problem (N λ) has a unique solution when problem (Pλ) has a unique solution,
(2) for nonnegative functions σ and λ > 0, the unique solution of problem (N λ) is nonnegative when the unique solution of
problem (Pλ) is nonnegative,
(3) for nonnegative functions σ and λ > 0, the unique solution of problem (N λ) is nonpositive when the conditions in Theorem 3
hold.
Remark 26. The stability functions of the methods in Corollaries 15 and 19 are given by (r, s)-Padé approximation to ez
(see Table 1). Therefore if we choose the methods in Corollary 15 for a < 0 or the methods in Corollary 19 for a > 0, then
the statements (i), (ii) and (iii) in Corollary 25 hold for all 0 < h 6 1.
5. Numerical experiments
In this section we give some numerical experiments to illustrate our results of the Runge–Kutta methods applying
to (1.1).
We consider the 2-Gauss method to the following problem (Pλ)
x′(t)+ x(t)− 0.5x([t]) = 1+ t sin t, t ∈ J = [0, 2.5],
x(0) = x(T )+ 1. (5.1)
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Table 1
The (r, s)-Padé approximation to ez .
(r, s) Methods
(0, 1) The implicit Euler method
(2, 0) The modified Euler method
(2, 0) The improved Euler
(0, 2) 2-Lobatto IIIC method
(3, 0) Heun’s third-order method
(0, 3) The method (4.3)
(4, 0) The classical Runge–Kutta method
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Fig. 2. The numerical solutions of Eq. (5.1).
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Fig. 3. The error between the analytic solution and the numerical solutions of Eq. (5.1).
It follows from Theorem 2 that the analytic solution of (5.1) is nonnegative. In Fig. 1 we draw the analytic solution of (5.1).
In Fig. 2, we draw the numerical solutions of the 2-Gauss method for (5.1) with h = 110 , 120 . Fig. 2 shows that the numerical
solution is also nonnegative, which is agreement with Corollary 25. In Fig. 3 we draw the error between the numerical
solution and the analytic solution and in Table 2 we list the error between the numerical solution and the analytic solution
and the Ratio of the errors of the casem = 50 over that ofm = 100. From Table 2, we can see that the numerical solutions
of these methods converge to the analytic solution at the original order, which is agreement with Theorem 8.
Next we consider the following equation
x′(t)− x(t)+ 0.5x([t]) = et , t ∈ J = [0, 5],
x(0) = x(T )+ 15. (5.2)
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Fig. 4. The analytic solution of (5.2).
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Fig. 5. The numerical solutions of Eq. (5.2).
Table 2
The error max06n6N ‖xn − x(tn)‖.
m 2-Gauss method 2-Lobatto IIIC method Implicit Euler method
10 8.7347E−7 4.3900E−3 4.3382E−2
50 1.3973E−9 1.6419E−4 8.3551E−3
100 8.7356E−11 4.0709E−5 4.1580E−3
Ratio 15.9958 4.0333 2.0094
δ2 3.4641 ∞ ∞
It follows from Theorem 3 that the analytic solution of (5.2) is nonpositive, which is drawn in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5, we draw the
numerical solutions of the explicit Euler method for (5.2) with h = 110 , 120 , which shows that the numerical solution is also
nonpositive. In Fig. 6 we draw the error between the numerical solution and the analytic solution and in Table 3 we list the
error between the numerical solution and the analytic solution and the Ratio of the errors of the case m = 50 over that of
m = 100. From Table 3, we can see that the numerical solutions of these methods converge to the analytic solution at the
original order.
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Fig. 6. The error between the analytic solution and the numerical solutions of Eq. (5.2).
Table 3
The error max06n6N ‖xn − x(tn)‖.
m Explicit Euler method Heun’s method The classical Runge–Kutta method
10 5.7648 6.1686E−3 8.2970E−5
50 1.2078 5.3091E−5 1.4484E−7
100 6.0753E−1 6.6974E−6 9.1502E−9
Ratio 1.9880 7.9271 15.829
δ1 ∞ ∞ ∞
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